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Help get certified for Cyber Essentials (CE) 
Use Rebasoft to better assess your systems against Cyber Essentials controls. 

Looking to get certified? 
We probably don’t need to tell you that Cyber Essentials (CE) is the most 

common security framework in the UK. The benefits of following it include; 

preventing about 80% of attacks, the ability to work with the UK 

government and building trust with customers and partners. 

Rebasoft is an advanced security assessment and monitoring system which 

maps to multiple CE controls. If you use Rebasoft, you can make certifying 

and operating CE and CE Plus much simpler, using fewer systems and 

automation which can offer massive cost savings. 

Benefits: 
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Save money 

Automate much of 

what would usually 

take days of expensive 

consultation. 

Unified view 

You can save time, 

effort and reduce 

human error. Rebasoft 

discovers and 

correlates data from 

multiple systems, so 

you don’t have to. 

Continuous security 

Once it’s in place, it’s 

easy to continue 

monitoring 

compliance and 

quickly identify 

security gaps 

throughout the year. 

4 Fast results 

A quick and easy 

deployment means 

you can get on track 

for certification in no 

time. 

Datasheet 

From one system, Rebasoft can: 

Discover all digital IT assets - CE Controls in A2 
Foundational discovery and inventory of digital IT assets without needing 

agents - offering a complete, unified view of your IT estate. 

Record events for output to SIEM 
Output contextual events and incidents to your chosen SIEM. This makes it 

easier and faster to remediate affected assets. 

Assess for secure configuration - CE Controls in A4, A5 & A8 
You can reduce the complexity of compliance by using just one tool for 

both endpoint configuration compliance and network infrastructure 

monitoring/validation. Rebasoft uses STIG/DOD recommendations. 

Continuously assess for vulnerabilities - CE Controls in A6 
Say goodbye to infrequent, manual scans, Rebasoft automatically assesses 

assets for vulnerabilities on a continuous basis, even if they are offline. You 

can track conformance to your chosen security standard’s patching 

timeframe requirements and reduce the time to patch issues based on a 

priority basis. 
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Monitor continued compliance 
Automatically monitor networks and discover new devices without needing 

manual scans. You can find security gaps and even detect malware spread. 

This makes ongoing compliance much easier. 
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